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In this difficult time, travel in every market will likely go through five key phases

The Five Phases of Travel Recovery

News and concern spreads rapidly, people begin practicing social 
distancing and travel declines sharply as a result Decline

Plateau

Emerge

Domestic

International

As the crisis begins to pass, lockdown restrictions begin to ease and 
people begin venture out again to visit restaurants and businesses in 
their home city

As confidence continues to grow, people feel more comfortable traveling 
again and begin to visit friends and family in their home country

In the final stage of recovery people one again feel comfortable 
travelling abroad 

Potential travellers stay inside to ensure safety and help “flatten the 
curve”
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34% of consumers reported rescheduling 
a trip due to COVID-19 rather than 
cancelling it

27% of consumers said they were planning 
to reschedule a cancelled trip at a later 
date

40% of consumers that rescheduled their 
trip reported making changes as a result 
of the travel restrictions in place or 
because their chosen destination was 
closed for visitors

Source: COVID-19 Pandemic Survey; Tripadvisor users

COVID-19’s strong 
impact on global 
travel and economy 

Decline



Signs of consumer resilience evident from April

68%

By late-March, consumers adjusted to the new reality and the decline in travel bookings leveled out and 
the travel industry entered the Plateau stage

Of consumers said 
they were still 

thinking about travel 
and where they 

wanted to go next

Source: COVID-19 Pandemic Survey; Tripadvisor users

32%
Of consumers said 

they were more likely 
to be watching 

videos about 
destinations they 

want to visit

18%
Of consumers were 

more likely to be 
watching travel 

shows and/or 
documentaries

Plateau



● Easing of travel restrictions begins in many 
markets

● Early signs of recovery in the dining sector 
● Shifting consumer attitudes towards 

cleanliness and sanitation mean new 
industry practices must emerge

Once we begin moving into the Emerge phase 
we begin “The Dance”

THE DANCETHE HAMMER

3-7 weeks Ongoing

Do nothing Mitigation

Coronavirus 
Cases

THE HAMMER (today)
Short, highly aggressive 
3-7 week lockdown effort to 
“flatten the curve” and 
minimize immediate growth 

THE DANCE
Longer-term sustained 
caution to keep further 
outbreaks contained until 
there’s a vaccine — we’re all 
in it together!

Emerge



Cleanliness is the most important factor in 
determining accommodations after COVID-19

89%

Thinking about traveling after COVID-19, how important are the following choices in selecting an 
accommodation? (Extremely/Very Important)

Cleanliness

Source: COVID-19 Pandemic Survey; Tripadvisor users

59%
Insurance on the 

booking

55%
Discounts

51%
Proximity to where 

consumers live

Emerge



Travel remains 
important to 
consumers 
during COVID-19



Tripadvisor

Travel is still top of 
mind for people 
today

77% of consumers believe travel is 
important to them, even if they can't 
get out and go today

68% say during this time they are 
still thinking about travel and where 
they want to go next

Source: COVID-19 Pandemic Survey; Tripadvisor users

Emerge



Tripadvisor

Travelers can’t wait to 
book their next trip

80% of respondents are excited to plan 
their next trip post Covid-19 

59% have spent time in the last week 
planning and researching potential trips to 
take post Covid-19

47% have spent up to five hours in the last 
week planning their next trip post Covid-19

Source: Covid-19 Pandemic Survey in March; Tripadvisor users - Global IPs

Emerge



There’s good out there.

GLOBAL  DOMESTIC 

Source:  Unique user browsing data, Tripadvisor server log files, March 2020 – June 2020. Daily hotels clickers by number of days until arrival

Travel within next 7 days tops all other date ranges. Travelers planning trips 
15-30 and 31-60 days out also continue to climb at a slow but steady rate

Daily Domestic Travel 
Clickers by Days to Arrival: 
Global IPs



Tripadvisor

69% of respondents say 
they will do more research 
when planning their next 
trip post COVID-19

83% of respondents say 
for their next trip, flexible 
cancellation policies on 
anything they book are a 
must

Source: COVID-19 Pandemic Survey; Tripadvisor users

53% of respondents say 
when thinking about their next 
trip, they will seek value 
(quality for money) rather 
than the lowest price

70% of respondents say 
when thinking about their next 
trip, they will plan and book in 
advance versus spontaneous 
trips
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The First 
Trip Post 
COVID-19



Focus is on shorter 
trips to destinations 
closer to home

66% of respondents say they want to go 
somewhere new when thinking about their next trip

61% of consumers say they would feel most 
comfortable taking a road trip for 3-5 days

59% would prefer to go somewhere off the beaten 
path versus somewhere popular

Source: Tripadvisor Consumer Sentiment Survey Wave 3, Qualtrics; 2,190 respondents, U.S., 
U.K., Australia, Italy, Japan, Singapore; 22/04-27/04

After COVID-19, how likely are you
to take the following trips?

80%

74%

60%

49%

42%

Trip with family 

Trip with 
significant other

Trip with 
1-2 friends

Solo Trip

Trip with 
3+ friends

Domestic 



Tripadvisor

When travel restrictions are lifted, consumers are 
most likely to take a trip where they can relax

Source: COVID-19 Pandemic Survey; Tripadvisor users

Key themes that arise in future trips are relaxation, shorter trips, and the idea of exploring new places

Index

Domestic 



Tripadvisor

Thinking about traveling after COVID-19, how 
comfortable are you staying in each accommodation 

type? (Index)

After COVID-19, consumers 
are 49% more likely to feel 
comfortable staying at a 
hotel and 42% more likely 
to feel comfortable 
staying at a resort

Source: COVID-19 Pandemic Survey; Tripadvisor users

Domestic 



Several European markets have now passed 2019 levels of clicks to book 
hotels while Germany and Italy both saw a one-week decline

Switzerland continues its strong recovery

Indexed Market Comparison: Hotel Clickers

YoY difference in number 
of hotel clickers by market

Domestic markets now at 
2019 levels or higher

as of this week

1. Switzerland
2. Denmark
3. New Zealand
4. France
5. Norway
6. Czech Republic
7. Austra
8. Belgium

GLOBAL  DOMESTIC 



Domestic and 
Intra-Region 
travels continue 
to climb in EMEA
● EMEA improved as UK reduced 

travel restrictions last week

● Markets throughout the 
Americas and APAC plateaued 
this week as new outbreaks foil 
growth in travel planning

Regional Change Week to Week GLOBAL  DOMESTIC 

Weekly difference between number of hotel clickers by region

Region & Group June 7 June 14 June 21 June 28

Americas +7.3% +10.5% -7.7% -0.2%
Domestic +8.6% +13.2% -10.2% -0.7%
Intra-Region +4.0% +6.3% -4.6% -0.9%
Outside Region +2.0% +1.3% -1.2% +0.0%

Europe & MEA +9.3% +1.1% +2.9% +4.6%
Domestic +10.5% +3.1% +3.1% +5.9%
Intra-Region +8.5% +0.0% +2.6% +3.3%
Outside Region +4.6% -1.9% -1.2% -1.0%

Asia Pacific +3.8% +7.5% +4.8% +1.0%
Domestic +5.4% +11.8% +7.4% +0.8%
Intra-Region +0.1% +0.6% -0.6% +0.3%
Outside Region +0.1% +0.9% +0.4% -0.1%

Intra-Region means non-domestic 
travel in the same region eg 
Singapore to Japan or US to Canada.

Outside Region means travel from 
any country eg UK to Brazil or Australia 
to the US.
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UK users clicking 
to book spike 
upward after 
BoJo’s recent 
announcement

● With caution, the UK 
announced plans to ease 
travel restrictions for low-risk 
countries, encouraging 
travelers to start planning their 
trips

● As locals plan to celebrate 
Canada Day, Canada’s 
domestic weekly increase 
jumped to +14% WoW while 
Switzerland – although 
remaining above 2019 levels –
saw a weekly decline due to 
the sudden increase in 
infections last week

Top Changes in the Last Week

Weekly difference between number of hotel clickers by market

Worldwide June 7 June 14 June 21 June 28

United Kingdom +2.9% +1.8% +4.2% +18.3%

Canada +10.5% +20.9% +3.9% +14.0%

Russia -0.6% +25.0% +4.3% +11.7%

Turkey +11.2% +16.9% -0.6% +7.5%

Italy +16.0% -7.5% +6.5% +7.4%

New Zealand +0.6% -0.1% -15.0% +1.8%

Spain -0.7% +2.1% +3.0% +1.4%

United States +8.7% +15.3% -9.6% +0.5%

Japan +7.7% +14.9% +20.3% -3.2%

France +38.9% +15.0% +9.2% -6.2%

Taiwan +11.0% +15.7% -18.6% -9.3%

Switzerland +45.6% -4.3% -12.5% -20.2%

GLOBAL  DOMESTIC 



There are many different factors that will determine how quickly outbound and inbound 
international travel recovers in each market. Most travelers think it will be a significant period 
of time before they can travel abroad again.

Source: Tripadvisor Consumer Sentiment Survey Wave 5, Qualtrics; 2,413 respondents, U.S., U.K., Australia, Italy, Japan, Singapore; 29/05-2/06

53%
Of consumers believe their next trip 
internationally will be more than a year 
from today

23%
Of consumers believe their next 
international trip will be somewhere 
between seven to twelve months

24% Of consumers expect their next 
international trip to be within six months

International

28%
of consumers plan 

to take a short 
international flight (3-
4 hours) for their next 

trip post COVID-19



Where are we today?

Very few markets are left in decline or plateau, though do 
need to be cautious of “The Dance” and impact of 
outbreak management

Decline

Plateau

Emerge

Domestic

International

More evidence that many markets are making the 
transition to domestic

Even interest in international has once again begun 
to grow

1
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4
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What this means 
for you

Always take care of your 
online reputation

Remember to communicate 
with empathy

Reset & Prepare
Reset your business, and improve your 

offer, website and marketing channels, but 
rather than relying on data from the past, 

focus on data from the market today

Adapt your focus
Start with developing a robust set of 

hygiene protocols to show on Tripadvisor, 
then focus on flexible cancellation policies 

and on your review collection strategy

Stand out
Discover what motivates your customers 

to travel, offer them the added value 
they’re looking for, and make the unique 

aspects you’re offering stand out 

Safety, transparency, 
flexibility and differentiation 
are vital to rebuild traveler 
confidence



History tells us that the travel industry is incredibly 
resilient. We are already seeing early signs of 
recovery in the travel planning habits of millions of 
consumers all over the world. Traveller demand will 
rebound, and you need to make sure you engage with 
them along the process.




